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(tracing o n  1 partites).
Proof In order to prove it, let us start from the well-




































Thus, the suÆcient and necessary condition for separa-
bility of an arbitrary pure state in bipartite systems of
two qubits can be written in form
ad = bc (9)
It is easy to prove that theorem one is a necessary






















Comparing it with the equation (7), up to an undeter-


















Substituting eq.(11) into eq.(8), it immediately following
that our separability criterion is satised.
Now let us prove it to be suÆcient. If there is only
one non-zero element in the coeÆcient set fa; b; c; dg of
the concerning pure state (7)then this state is obviously
separable. Actually, at least, there are two non-zero el-
ement in the coeÆcient set, the case is not trivial. It is
easy to obtain the product states in all of possible cases
as following


























































(3) a; d 6= 0 or b; c 6= 0 , thus b; c or a; d must be
non-zero. Product states can be taken the same form as
above.





























(5) c; d 6= 0, it is the same as the case (2).














by means of two conditions. One is separable condition









= 1. So, theorem one is a suÆcient criterion.
Furthermore, we can use mathematical induction to
prove the case of n-partite systems. Suppose this separa-
bility criterion is suÆcient and necessary for n 1 partite
systems. In the case of n-partite systems, by tracing o
any single partite, a separable pure state in a n 1 partite
system is obtained. Thus, the norm square of polarized
vector of each partite for this state is always 1. Since the
partite traced o is arbitrary, the criterion for n-partite
systems must be valid. Theorem one is then necessary.
Have assumed that for any n 1 partite the forms of prod-
uct states can be written out. If we can not obtain the
forms of product states for n parties system which obey
our criterion, it must be conict with our precondition.
Therefore, our criterion is suÆcient. As an example , let








i = aj000i+ bj001i+ cj010i + dj011i
+ej100i+ f j101i + gj110i + hj111i(16)
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= 1  4jad  bcj
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= 1  4jad  bcj
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Thus, the obviously independent expressions of our sep-
arability criterion in terms of coeÆcients of component
of pure state are
ad = bc; af = be; ah = bg; ag = ce; bg = cf;








i is separable, without loss of generality, in




































































































































i = j0i j 
A
2
i = j0i (22)
and if at least one element among the set fc; e; gg is not
zero, thus we can write down the product states like two



































For the other cases, we can write down the product states
in a similar way. In particular, if only one partite is sep-
arable with the other two partite, then the correspond-
ing separable partite has a normalized polarized vector.
For example, A
3


























































1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0





Therefore, we think that the partially separability, which
means that some partites are separable with the other
partites, has the following criterion:
Conjecture One The suÆcient and necessary condi-
tion for partially separability of an arbitrary pure state







takes over all of separable partites (26)
We have checked it up to four partite systems, but the
partially separable problem is still open to prove it for
arbitrary partite systems in a strict method.
Theorem Two The suÆcient and necessary condi-
tions for separability of an arbitrary pure state in n-






































) (tracing o n  1



























indicates 0 in the position j and we






















Proof Let us start from bipartite systems. If denoting






























































































































Thus, the suÆcient and necessary conditions for separa-
bility of an arbitrary pure state in bipartite systems of










































































It is easy to prove theorem two to be necessary. In





i is separable, in terms of





















Comparing it with the equation (42), up to an undeter-


























































Substituting eq.(34) into eq.(31), it immediately follow-
ing that our separable criterion is satised.
It is a trivial case if only if there is one non-zero ele-
ment in the coeÆcient set fx
i
; i = 1; 2;   ; 8g. Consider











































































6= 0, j 
A
1




























It must be emphasized that since separability conditions
give out the relation among the coeÆcients, the expres-
sions of product states can be written as the dierent
forms. Likewise, we can prove the other cases. In order
to save space, we omit them. So, theorem two is a suf-
fcient criterion. As to the proof for n-partite systems,
it is similar to one of theorem one. We do not intend to
repeat it. We also have checked the three partite systems
made up of three qutrits. Except for the computation de-
tail, there is no any new idea comparing with the three
partite systems made up of three qubits.
In general, we have
Conjecture Two In n-partite systems and the ith-
partite with r
i
dimensional, the suÆcient and necessary


















































































1; 2;    ; r
2
i
  1) are generators of SU (r
i
).
By using of our above idea and method, we can discuss
the multipartite systems made up of qudits as well as
the multipartite systems made up of mixture of qubits,
qutrits and qudits. We can nd our separability criterion
to be valid. For example, A
1
partite is a qubit and A
2































































Of course, in the same way we can prove the above conjec-
ture. However, how to prove our conjecture two strictly
and generally is still open.
In the end, we would like to point out that our result
is helpful for dening measures of entanglement in multi-
partite and high dimensional systems. Actually, we can
verify that for any cat states in multipartite systems,
the norm of coherent vector of reduced density matrix
of any A
i
-partite takes the minimum value. Moreover,
we have proved that for a (fully) separable pure state,
the norm of coherent vector of reduced density matrix of
any A
i
-partite arrives at the maximumvalue. Therefore,
the entropy functions or their combinations or the other
monotonic continuous functions varying with the norms
of coherent vectors of reduced density matrices of all of
partites or their functions can be dened as the mea-
sures of entanglement for pure state in multipartite and
high dimensional systems. Just like done and doing by us
(limit within a scalar description and including measure
of strength of entanglement degree of all of concerned
partites) [13, 14, 15] based on Bennett, Wootters et.al's
as well as Vedral's ideas [16, 17, 18] . Perhaps, not only
the norm but also components of coherent vectors in a
tensor (including vector) description of entanglement are
required. While, distillation and preparation of entan-
glement for multipartite systems will act a role to judge
what form is more reasonable and applicable.
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